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Performance!Nxt Release 12.7021 
 

Flowserve is pleased to announce the latest release of Performance!Nxt, the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features and enhancements implemented in this release. 
 
Issues resolved 
 
18377: New FlowAct actuators sizes 253, 503 and 701 are added for FlowTop and 
FlowPro valves. In the Sizing screen, a check box ‘New FlowAct sizes’ will be selected 
by default and these new actuator sizes will be used. However, old actuator can also be 
selected by clearing this check box. 
 
18990: 416SS HT material is added as Plug & Seat material for Valtek GS. Rules are 
also implemented for the same material and are available for Valtek GS at Springville, 
Singapore and Bangalore.  
 
19265: A user reported that for Mark One record with VL-C Cylinder actuator, the 
overridden actuator size ‘100C+HD’ was not retained. This issue is resolved. 
 
19341: Users were not able to select VL150ES Heavy Duty spring for Fail Open failure. 
This issue is resolved.  
 
19279: Rules are updated for Logix 500+ series positioners. When Non Incendive or 
Dust Certifications is selected, Logix 500+ Series positioner is available for selection. 
 
19384: A user reported that for TMCBV, selected seat configuration was not retained. 
This issue is resolved. 
 
19363: A user reported that Hydrotest and Seat Leak Test values were not printed on 
the spec sheet. 
 
19284: Line No column is added in the ‘Import the Valve Records’ dialog. This helps in 
identifying the valves to be imported.   
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19282: A user reported that spec sheets when printed were compressed 5%-10% 
vertically. This compression issue is resolved. 
 
19281: The DB export issue at PSA is resolved. 
 
19347: For a custom valve size, users are now able to input the trim size that includes 
letters, such as 2.62 A. 
 
19157: A user reported that while sizing MegaStream plate with three process 
conditions, velocity was displayed only for first condition. The other two process 
conditions were showing zero as velocity. This issue is resolved now. 
 
19367: While exporting the parts list in P!Nxt, the serial number was not appearing for 
the valves. This issue is resolved. 
 
19383: While changing the status of a record to Preliminary Quote or to order lock, user 
was getting the access violation issue. This issue is resolved.  
 
19014: Users are now able to specify positioner mounting ‘Flowserve Direct’ when 
actuator is selected without positioner for Kammer valve. 
 
19240: A user reported that for Mark One/Mark 100/Mark 200 valves with ‘Cylinder 
Actuator’, accessories and solenoids were not printed on spec sheet. This issue is 
resolved. 
 
19265: A user reported that for Mark One record with VL-C Cylinder actuator, the 
overridden actuator size ‘100C+HD’ was not retained. This issue is resolved. 
 
19270: The database template error that occurred during exporting records in local 
version of one of the P!Nxt users is resolved. Two other similar issues # 19280 and 
19278 are also resolved. 
 
19343: The issue with importing DB files is resolved. 
 
19393: A user reported that P!Nxt application generated incorrect flow curve graph. This 
issue is resolved. 
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19251: A user reported that noise calculation was changed after old Performance! 
records were imported to P!Nxt. The same user reported that P!Nxt crashed after while 
creating the part list. Both these issue are resolved. 
 
19392: A user reported that when ‘Blank’ was selected as Position Indicator Switch 
value, the details were printed on spec sheet. This issue is resolved. Now, with ‘Blank’ 
option, no Position Indicator Switch details are printed on the Spec sheet.  
 
19302: A user reported that with ChannelStream, Performance!Nxt did not display the 
estimated travel (stroke). This issue is resolved. 
 
 
 

Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
 
Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclaimer: Flowserve’s audit of Performance!Nxt Version 12.7021 determined that the resulting 
software output is consistent with industry standard calculations and Flowserve product design data. 
Flowserve welcomes reports of any error that might be discovered in the software and will promptly 
address each issue. 


